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ABSTRACT
This study aims to determine describe the perceived relationship between video

games and intelligence among the selected individuals. The study makes use of the
video game “BRAIN AGE” as one of the tools of the research; At the end of the study the
collected responses of the informants was show that video games can slightly contribute
to mental development and a new theory was developed the “Dublin game attention
theory”  where as  a person grows older  his  time to attention  span for  playing video
games becomes more shorter but does not necessarily reflect a loss of interest in the
gaming hobby.
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I. Introduction:

In our generation,  with the advent  of  computers,  tablets and android phones,
children are exposed to various video games.  Video games are everywhere from Angry
Bird, Flappy Bird and Plants vs Zombies.  Even Casual Gamers, those who do not play,
frequently are lulled into the idea of playing for the very first time.  With all these modern
video devices, parents are bent on labeling them as distractions, wherefore can one find
the answers and turn to for help? There have been various researches on the effects of
video games to the youth but rarely do they use an actual video game as one tools for
testing.  Douglas (2009) argued that different video games affect brain activity by way of
example playing First  Person Games reduces brain activity but  playing puzzle game
increased brain activity; brain activity.  Douglas supports the brain age principle but does
brain activity really denote an increase in intelligence?  Still  in another study, from a
podcast of the naval army (Perez, 2010) science states verbatim:

“We have discovered that video game players perform 10 to 20
percent higher in terms of perceptual and cognitive ability than
normal people that are non-game players,”

In another study (Fernandez, 2010) arguing that a BBC sponsored study on the
cognitive effects of video games which shows a favorable result on the effects of gaming
actually  contradict  at  least  three  other  researches  thus  in  essence  the  article
recommended  more  researches  are  needed  for  the  topic.   Among  the  problem
Fernandez noted was the length of time as much studies often used longer play time as
a basis for brain effect; no study showed how a smaller and incremental play time affects
actual academic performance.  It is important to show that on at least in a Philippine
setting, Pinoys are gamers too and a shorter and more direct determination may show at
least some perceived effects of video gaming to the academic standing of a student.
Perhaps all that time spent playing Super Mario is not after all for naught and possibly
that finding out “the princess is in another castle” was not an exercise in futility but one
that teaches patience?



Conceptual frameworks:  

Harrel (Harrel, 2010) reporting for TIME cited another study by Journal nature
showed that various brain exercises has no direct impact on the brain intelligence rather
the improvement was attributable to the phenom of “practice makes perfect; based on
the study theses factors: repetition and practice, were attributed to such mental growth.
This particular study found no relationship, leading the TIME writer to almost state the oft
mentioned quote “no approved therapeutic claims”  The study focused the six facets of
brain reasoning like, memory, non-verbal reasoning, spatial, attention and visual spatial.
The participants of that particular study under went three hours of mental activity for a six
week period.  Some neuro-scientist who commented on the result mentioned the number
of hours spent was too short a period for brain development.  On a study developed by
the Institute of Development, Aging and Cancer (Kawashima, connected to the Tohoku
University, Japan co-funded the by the German Institute for Japanese studies showed a
key to “curing” dementia or even unlocking the Alzheimer’s disease.  In his study Dr.
Kawashima focused his study with a sample size of 32 with an average age of 82.  He
focused on the elderly as he believed that the a brain that is now used frequently will lose
its “muscles” due to age decline.  Among the tools of his study were the creative use of
Magnetic  Resonance  Imaging  for  various  activities  like  watching  television,  reading,
solving Sudoku puzzles; where it was found out that passive activities like watch TV does
not promote circulation of blood in the prefrontal  cortex of  the brain whereas solving
quick math problems induced more blood flow to the brain.  At the end of the study Dr.
Kawashima  developed  a  set  of  brain  training  game  which  were  picked  up  by  the
Nintendo and was further developed into a hand held game; this tool was later used in
seven hundred nursing homes and fifty six in Japan.  The end result was astounding as
there was an improved cognitive function among the elderly.  It seemed that dementia
can be fought based on his studies.  

It would seem that Dr. Kawashima's finding is akin to a midnight sensation or a
newly discovered talent over YouTube but his research was not without criticism.  Japan
was noted as a country with a very high life expectancy where people can live more than
80 years  old  it  was believed that  this  is  attributable  to  the diet  (Scott,  2012)  of  the
Japanese hugely consisting of soy beans, fish and tofu.  Some say that the study may
not be repeatable as other countries have a low life expectancy.  Another criticism on his
study is the development of “F aux theories” which are aimed to vertically increase the
sales of his brain training soft wares; his peers in the neuro science world, those outside
of Japan, would mock his ideas as if  he was selling a herbal medicine.  The lack of
scientific research on video games, brain exercise in relation dementia is a new research
topic.  Reeling from a seeming “over night success” Dr. Kawashima is afraid that his
study will  be scrutinized with an over bearing eyes from the academic and scientific
community.  Another criticism was the selection of tools used.  It would seem overkill to
use an expensive tool like a Magnetic Resonance Imaging just to determine blood flow to
the brain, Does a higher blood flow really mean better brain activity? Isn't blood flow
attributable to anxiety specially in older people? 

Nintendo's official response.
The  Researcher  tried  to  acquire  an  official  approval  from  Nintendo,  but  due  to  the
number of request, their standard reply it is to decline such request but it is noted that
under Philippine and U.S. Intellectual Property laws this research invokes the principle
for the fair use policy.  (CBSI, 2005).



Full disclosure:  

I, the researcher, am an avid video gamer.  I had played with Pacman as my
baptism to the video gaming addiction.  Even at the age of thirty-five, I still  buy and
collect  video games much to  the chagrin  of  my wife,  who often reminds me of  the
increasing  expenditure  of  having  such  an  expensive  hobby.   This  may  explain  my
inherent bias to bring the matter than indeed video games makes me smarter.  I, the
researcher, am among the founding members of a local gaming forums called pinoy-
n.com; hence I  have been in constant  communication with a least  two local gaming
community one in Cebu and the other in Manila.  I, the researcher, am on a personal
name basis with two of the popular video game shops in the City.  I am an administrator
of www.pinoy-n.com a forum dedicated to the Filipino gaming community. 

Finally  I  also  own  an  X-box  360  with  Kinect  sensor  (which  ironically  was  a
wedding gift from my sister), PS vita and three Nintendo hand held machines (Nintendo
DS and 3DS).

II- Objectives:

This study seeks to answer the following concerns
1. This  study  hopes  to  discover  the  perceived  effects  of  gaming  to  the

informants intelligence 
2. This study hopes to identify the gaming habit of the informants.
3. Determine if there is any effect of gaming to the lives of informants.
4. It is hoped that this study may contribute to an understanding of the gaming

hobby for non-gamers.  

Limitation of the Study:  

This study limits itself to the effects of hand held gaming specifically the usage of
“Brain Age: Train your brain” a commercial puzzle game for Nintendo DS thus effectively
removing the other consoles and PC gaming.  The study limits itself to the students of
Cebu.  This study is not a definitive answer or a generalization to the perpetual question
between gaming and intelligence but it is hoped that it will become a spring board to
more Philippine research on the said subject at the University of the Visayas.  

The other genre of the video games are excluded in this study, to wit the other
genres are as follows:   Fighting, Role Playing,  Simulation,  Real time strategy game,
Action, Adventure, Horror, Turn based strategy, life simulation seriously having a look at
the different genre of video gaming, one would think it's a like a the varying genre of film
making.  The study is also under taken on a very limited resource and is subjected to a
very small time frame of two week and it is hoped that this study although pressed for
time may shed some light on understanding the phenomena of gaming and its mental
effects. 

The  study  should  not  be  construed  as  a  generalization  of  an  entire  Filipino
gaming community but may represent a peek into the rare psyche of Filipino gaming
culture.

III- DESIGN METHODS:
This research used a combination of two methodologies:  Interpretative

Phenomenological  Analysis and the Grounded Theory.   The former method is

http://www.pinoy-n.com/


selected not for its “ease” of use but rather it focuses on the lived experience of
the informants. It tries to make sense of the meaning of the events but it is noted
that it can never be considered as a method but is merely an approach (Smith,
2009).  This is the reason why this study uses another methodology to supplant
the former method as it  is not really considered as a method but more of an
approach.  The Grounded theory as methodology purposes itself  in creating a
theory based that is developed inductively from a corpus of data (Little, J.W. and
Daily, J, 2010).

Informants were selected using purposive sampling as there are only few
gamers who are willing to participate in a study, with a sample size of only six
informants.  They were then briefed based on their initial answers to a pre-made
questions their  responses were  recorded via  e-mail  with  a soft  copy kept  for
authenticity  if  the  need  ever  arises,  after  which  they  were  subjected  to
experimentation using “Brain Age: Train you brain minutes each day”  where they
made were to answer simple math based exercises in as little as three minutes;
these score  is  reverse ranked meaning the lower  the score  the better  is  the
assumed brain age; and in order to remove the initial flaws or shock on the part
of the informants they were given two trail  runs not recorded after which their
results were then recorded and collated.  Their results was then compared to
their answers to the prepared question and the researcher asked for a possible
observation on how they play, with their consent.  All data were then collated and
underwent a through Interpretative Analysis (IPA).  IPA is a process where the
researcher also becomes the source of the study per se by actively construing all
data via coding to determine a common ground for each informants responses.
The informants where assigned code name based on their  favorite games or
gaming genre to easy recall.  A theory was then generated based on the data
mined, the theory was then debriefed to participants for their perusal.



Figure 1 – Flow chart of the study



IV- PRESENTATION OF CASES and SUMMARY OF CASES

Case No.1 -The Call Guy 
A twenty something year old guy who just happens to be engrossed in video

games since his youth, his answers to the questions were quite engaging as they point to
specific time lines of his youth. Currently he is employed in the Business Product Out
Sourcing field, and in his break time “steals time” by checking up on his games either on
android phone or a portable hand held device; how the informant does this, despite strict
company policies, is best left to our imagination.  He opined that he started playing video
games around three to four years old, in his primary school was only allowed to play on
weekends, come college life he played it everyday to such point, as later to be revealed,
his failed some of his minor subjects on account of excessive gaming.  His choice of
video games ranges from First Person Shooters (Doom), Role playing games like final
fantasy and fighting games.  I noted his selections are games that are very conducive to
social interaction and may explain his people relationship skills.  When quizzed on his
perceived causal effect of video games to his intelligence he attribute it to making who he
Is, his love for video games contributed to his appreciation of the art of making pixels,
pixels  are  small  dots  that  when  lumped  together  will  give  a  shape  or  things.   He
attributed the same for his engaging in the 3D art profession though I can only surmise
which came first? His love for drawing stuff or his love for video games.  On fifth query, I
saw the  glint  of  the  informants  social  skills.   He  narrated  how he  would  go  to  his
neighbors house to play video games and going to various internet shops in his place
just to compete with his friends on a simulated killing game (first person perspective) that
involved shooting mechanics and team cooperation.  Informant was referring to a game
when you play either as a terrorist or a member of a para military special force team.
Informant made mention of an arcade game called “Tekken Tag”, which can only be
found around popular arcade hang outs in shopping malls in the city like SM Cebu and
Ayala Center Cebu; he also participated in an official Tekken tag tournament.  The game
tekken is a fighting game where you can “tag” or  swap between two characters, the
game is known for its combo system that requires memorizing move sets.  Generally he
views that gaming has a positive impact on his life except that he attributed excessive
gaming to his failure in a minor subject.  When he was tested for brain age was average
meaning gaming may have been a factor to developing intelligence.

Case No.2 – Girly Gamer
The  Girly  gamer  attributed  her  gaming  to  her  parents  who  exposed  to  the

Nintendo family computer at the age of 4, she games incessantly between three to eight
hours  per  day,  she  plays  Role  Playing  Games;  these  games  are  often  similar  to  a
fictional novel in depth and in the number of readable text;  Not surprisingly, her favorite
genre is puzzles games.  She can often be seen playing a Massive Multi-player Role
Playing game like league of legends on her PC during her free time mostly in evenings,
she also owns a hand held console Nintendo 3DS, which she says never leaves her side
to most of the time. It was noted the her selections of games are those that center on
either a strong story driven plot themed game or a puzzle game.  She considered gaming
as a double edged blade can than both positive and negative. The former teaches her
micro management, when quizzed on particular examples she cited that as woman she
must  be able to do and notice  more than one single task like saying performing all
assignments in her class, she noted that as a student she can not answer all of these
task if  these pending works all  occur on the same day and with the same dead line
however gaming taught her that one should be able to concentrate on a single task than
moving on the next and proper time management was her key to micro management.



She also made mention of the importance of budgeting as she preferred original game,
she considered gaming as an expensive hobby one that requires constantly protecting
her hard earned money so she can spend more than one hundred hours to finish a
certain game.  The only bane of gaming for our girly gamer is the decrease of social life,
when a new game has been acquired she rarely goes out with her friends choosing to
spend her time finishing a good game and at times even playing at the crack of dawn.
When given a Brain Age she scored an almost perfect score meaning her gaming may
have improved her mathematical intelligence.

Case No. 3 – The busy father
Informant three is a tad tricky to deal with as his answers were sent via e-mail

and may have been busy tending to the needs of his baby.  He said that he started
playing video games at the age of three years old, he plays daily but can not give actual
specifics regarding his actual play time, he owns at least two hand held devices a PS
VITA and a Nintendo 3DS.  In his youth, his idea of a social gaming was limited only to
his  cousins  and  friends.   He  views  gaming  as  a  positive  contribution  his  mental
development as his reading skill, reading comprehension and vocabulary although I, the
researcher, noted that most of his responses via e-mail are often made using text-speak
and at time have a grammatical error.  Due to his busy nature as a Father, family man
and quite possibly a wage earned, he was not able to participate in the BRAIN AGE
testing session.  I noted his reluctance as this informant can be considered as a reluctant
one. 

Case No. 4 – The gamer historian
This particular  Informant is perhaps one of the most  cooperative in the study

often giving  his  opinion  at  certain  times,  to  such  extent  that  volunteering  unneeded
information.  Data mining his responses was a chore as his responses to the interview
was verbose and the length was astounding (see VII Transcripts and his answer will blow
your mind for data mining).  His first exposure to video games were with arcade gaming
cabinets, later to Mortal Kombat, a fighting game.  He recalled playing from 5:30 to 11:00
pm but played the whole day during weekends only during his youth, currently his play
time has decrease due to family concerns.  He plays video games competitively to such
extent that his cousins would rather not play with him, often avoiding his invitations for
playing.  He often spends time with a Real Time Strategy genre, this is a genre best
described as playing with a toy soldiers with enemies moving thus when playing you
have to change tactics or plans at moments notice.  Informant was also very conscious
of the nature of the research as he often suggest other researches without citing proper
citations  but  this  is  not  to  say  that  the  informant  was  an  obstructionist  rather  his
enthusiasm was welcomed and is considered refreshing from the rest of the informants.
He attributes his “multi tasking skill” to playing video games in fact he says that video
games made him more interested into  the study of  history and world  war  two.   He
considered video gaming both a positive and a negative effect, positive for reasons state
above and negative as it lead to a corrosion of relationships between family and his love
life,  his girlfriend who would later become the mother of his child.   I,  the researcher,
never bother asking his marital status as I considered it as of no consequence to the
study.  Video games also led to his poor eye sight and at often neglecting his physical
needs like  food and exercise  due to excessive  play time.   Based on the Brain  age
software his brain performed at par with his age meaning, there might be an indication of
an affirmation as to the perceived positive effects of gaming to our informant's brain.  



Case No. 5 – Mr Nice guy
This informant is similar to case 3 as his answers were short and direct to the

point, answers were delivered only via e-mail.  No data was received regarding his brain
age testing as he declines using the software. He considered the usage of video games
as a positive experience with playing Role Playing games as his  forte,  he attributes
gaming for making last  minute decisions when driving be it  to out run the other car,
driving defensively and other skills such as backing to the garage; this information was
culled  after  a post  interview.   Addition that  Pokemon has helped him in his  zoology
subject  by  helping  him  identify  the  various  animals  in  consonance  to  the  Pokemon
designs and He plays socially with the presence of a local support group that meets
weekly at an industrial park in the City and with his cousins.  

Case No. 6 -  The Pokemon maniac
This informant  is  the oldest  with a 32 year  age,  as his  code implies he is  a

certified  Pokemon addict  playing on international  events  events.   He started playing
around the age of seven or eight his favorite genres were Role Playing games and puzzle
games He clocks his play time to “Around 5 – 8 hours on weekdays, 12 – 18 hours on weekends
but modified by availability to play. though still depends on availability to play”.  He attributes the
playing  of  puzzle  games  to  the  development  of  his  prefrontal  cortex,  a  part  of  the  brain
concerned  by  brain  activity.   In  his  review  he  supports  the  effect  of  video  games  to  his
intelligence by careful and meticulous planning to damage his opponent in Pokemon games and
to such extent that he was even able to memorize the damage formula made the creator of
Pokemon. Informant even volunteers this formula to the researcher.  

Adding that video games enhance his puzzle solving skills.  When we was asked to use the brain
age software Informant swears that this formula has helped him log so many wins in an official
online Pokemon tournament and being an official registered Pokemon player online, he expects
to be able to play with various Pokemon players in an official Pokemon match online match up
come March 2014.  Viewing that gaming has its up and downs but he is positive that gaming did
have a positive impact on his life citing the fact that he became an officially registered Pokemon
player and adding in jest during the post interview that the amount of information in Pokemon is
more than enough to wallop anyone who calls Pokemon as child's game or even a glorified game
or rock paper and scissors.  

Table 1.0



The  collected  data  represented  in  Table  1.0  is  not  exclusive.   Body  
Languages, mannerism and the likes were included in the research for data mining  
and collection.  

V- FINDINGS, CONCLUSION AND THEORY GENERATION

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
Based on the answers of the informants in relation to their performance of the 

usage of Brain age, this study show that video game may slightly affect effects  brain  
development in relation to their speed or mastery of solving random math problems  as  
generated  by  Nintendo's  Brain  age  software.  The  culled  result  can  not  give  a  
cohesive  representation  of  their  answers.  Respondents  perceive  gain  on  their  
intelligence was slightly contributed by video games.  Still, their responses is enough to 
say that the gaming community is indeed alive In the Philippine Culture.

However  this  study  showed  the  emergence  of  a  new theory  “Dublin  game  
attention theory” in this new theory it is posited that as a person grows older his time to 
play video games is often inversely proportional to his age that as he grows older his 
attention span to play video games is affected by a plethora of factors like Family life,  
work, school. Social life other factors.  This study hopes that another more in depth  
study can be performed using a much wider variety of samples and a longer time frame 
for  a  more  cohesive  output  for  theory  generation  and  testing.
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VII – TRANSCRIPTS AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS

QUESTIONNAIRE:  

NAME:  
AGE:
GENDER: 
1. When have you started play video games?
2. How often to play video games?
3. What genre of video games do you play the most?
4. Do you think that video games contribute to your Intelligence, kindly share a situation that 

supports your answers?
5. Do you play video games socially, if so how often and where?
6. In you opinion, does video gaming have a positive or a negative impact in your life?

http://sharpbrains.com/blog/2010/04/20/bbc-brain-training-experiment-the-good-the-bad-the-


TRANSCRIPTIONS

Informant No.1
Code The Call Guuy
AGE: 27
GENDER: M 

Researcher:   When have you started play video games? 
Informant:  3 or 4 years old
Researcher:  How often to play video games?
Informant:  pre-school and elementary: weekend

highschool / college: everyday
job life: seldom. RARELY haha

Researcher:What genre of video games do you play the most? 
Informant:  bullet hell shooters, RPG, and fighting games
Researcher:   Do you think that video games contribute to  your Intelligence,  kindly  share  a  

situation that supports your answers?
Informant:  Katass sa akong answer um It contributed a lot. when I was young I badly attracted 

to video games. but I don't know why. later I found out that not only that I was having 
fun. but animation, artwork, electronics, and programming that leads me to my 
profession as an IT / 3D artist.

Researcher:  Do you play video games socially, if so how often and where?
Infomrant:  way back in the sega genesis / ps1 days. yes! I go out in my neighborhood, or in my 

friends house just to play games.i also miss the days of tekken 3 in ps1. where we pass 
controller from one to another.  I also played the arcade during the tekken tag 
tournament 1 days.  I also played DOTA 1 and counterstrike from shop to shop. 

Researcher:  In you opinion, does video gaming have a positive or a negative impact in your life?
Informant:  well It has both. negative? issues causes me to fail some of my minor subjects in  

college.  Positive? it became a part of my profession.  i'm also opening a small business 
of game rental next month in my residence. where you can play ps3, xbox360, pc, and 
classics (ps1,ps2,snes,famicom) in authentic hardware. i found new friends.

Researcher:  Wow, that's great
Informant:  i'm also a part of a mobile game dev as a 3D artist which currently we are developing

a game for android.
Researcher:  Thank you for your time and now let try brain age?

******
Informant No.2
CODE:  Girly Gamer
AGE: 22
GENDER: Female 

1. When have you started play video games? 
I've started playing video games since I was 4 years old when my parents brought in a Family  
Computer.

2. How often to play video games? 



I play video games every day, spanning from at least 3 hours a day to 8 hours or more.

3. What genre of video games do you play the most?
I enjoy RPG or role-playing games the most.

4. Do you think that video games contribute to your Intelligence, kindly share a situation that 
supports your answers?
I personally think that video games contribute to your Intelligence since it gives you puzzles and 
expects you to solve. Not only that, you also are fed quite a number of information that you  
don't learn socially or in school.

5. Do you play video games socially, if so how often and where?
I do play games socially. I play League of Legends a lot at home and in Mineski. I also enjoy going 
to Nintendo 3DS gatherings.

6. In you opinion, does video gaming have a positive or a negative impact in your life?
They're both. Video games promote critical thinking, micro-management and also if you buy  
your own games, budgeting your own money. On a negative light, these games can also make 
you quite toxic, devoid you of a social life and can be quite life-threatening if you don't take  
breaks.

******
Informant No.3
Busy Father
Male
(There are the direct copy of his e-mai interview)
1. 3yo
2. Everyday
3. Action rpg
4.  Yes,  we have some question and  answer  games  like  "smart  as"  on psvita,.expanding  ur  
vocabulary when playing rpg games, improves listening ang comprehensive skills also.
5. Sometimes, only when my friends or cousins come and play at my crib.
5. Positive ( no need of drugs, always at home, wife vs games nstead of other chick, save money 
compared to night  life  and outdoor  adventure,  save physical  energy  for  emergncy use like  
playing with my baby and wife at night, also save food bec sometyms we forget to eat haha)

******
Informant No.4
Mr. Nice Guy
AGE: 22
GENDER: M

1. When have you started play video games?
 = age 11 I think.
2. How often to play video games?
 = 5-6 hrs a day (If I have nothing else to do)
3. What genre of video games do you play the most?
 = RPG



4. Do you think that video games contribute to your Intelligence, kindly share a situation that 
supports your answers?
 = yes. Games have helped me with certain last minute decisions like when I am driving. I can 
calculate how big the gap between two cars is when I try to overtake. Or when I am studying for 
my Zoology exam. Pokemon helped me identify certain animals easier.
5. Do you play video games socially, if so how often and where?
 = yes. During our meet-ups with the NDSCebu group or when I am with my close friends.
6. In you opinion, does video gaming have a positive or a negative impact in your life?
= gaming has a positive impact on my life.  It  helps me release all  the pent up stress from  
everyday school life. It also helped me make new friends.

Informat No.5
Kazutaka T. Nishiura
21
Male

Researcher:  I guess you can start without reading the questions and going directly to 
the answer?

Informant:   I started to play video games when i was still in Grade school student. I  
started playing arcade coins slots game first then PC. My mother wants me to be exposed by 
these type of tech . As i will be exposed by them later on so its better  that  I'll  be  exposed  in  
them but in a good way. Like how to type faster. How to launch apps and other good things that
my mom wants me to learn, but instead i learned to play PC game which is more addictive to the
standard arcade game kato hulog2x piso na karaan. My first ever game in an arcade was mortal 
combat and my first game in PC was Counter Strike version 1.3. At highschool on a school day i 
would play after school from 5:30 to 9:30-10:00 or even 11:00 i would eat at my station as i have
my own unit. At this time i played only Singleplayer game mostly RTS.In a weekend i would play 
whole day but i would eventually stop because i will get tired from all that thinking and playing 
nonstop.

Researcher: wow that's a non-stop answer indeed
Informant: Ikaw talaga may continue pa ako eh.  At college i was introduced to Online 

gaming which made me more be in a competitive gameplay.
But in a school day i was cut downed because i was in college. I admit i skip a class specially if i 
had a tendency of my instructor making me feel i was hated or something. Then i was more  
encourage of playing in that way. I hate it specially when he/she calls you out loud in the class. 
Why not call us and let us go near the table and tell us what we or i need to do rather than  
shouting in front like some weirdo and letting the whole class know what were talking about,  
well that's really professional. its kind of embarrassing when the whole class hears. That's what 
makes me want to skip class.  To compensate for schooldays when weekends i play wholeday 
and then meet up with my friend at night around 8:pm in cyberspace and play and chat until 1 or
2 and sometimes even 4:00 am. Today present day because of my son and my family needs my 
attention.  I  play some every other day or play only 3 to 4 hours a day and sometime play  
10:00pm to 1:30am.

Researcher: Wait you have a kid? When you are so young?
Informant: In love there it is.  I mostly play RTS(real time strategy) games. But i also play 

1st person to 3rd person shooters game.  Like C&C and the game that i learned the most and 
always remains in my heart is Blitzkrieg:Burning horizon & : rolling thunder. A game based on 
historical events. I play multiplayer with my cousin but they sometimes dont wanna play with me



because they say its a headache because you have to learn a simple logistics and know every 
units weaknesses and use the terrain and other stuff that doesnt need to be there. Well i think it 
was perfect. RTS gamers are more intellectual than any other games based on a research in  
University of London.
Researcher:  RTS is Real time Strategy 'sa?

Informant:   Well yes because. I am a Gamer the RTS Games gave me lessons in life like 
never underestimate anything and of course boosted something in me. Based in research i can 
multitask, well i can and 25% faster to answering something.And one thing, that one thing.  The 
game has helped me know my passion of what i really want to learn.  And that game is blitzkrieg.
Like i said i love history. This game boosted my interest and knowledge about history.history, Its 
like the form of lightning it branches from one event to another. I then started to watch world 
war 2 documentaries and even watched non world war two documentaries. Like today the USAF 
has the a-10 tankbuster before that was created they interviewed a stuka dive bomber ace from 
world war 2, the name is Hans ulrich Rudel.
Researcher (nods enthusiastically)  Drink some water, you want?
Informant: ( continues) Games i think has let me know that i am smart but just too lazy to learn 
outside my interest when i was a grade schools my brain would blow from memorizing history 
specially the dates and events. Now my cousins approaches me about certain things like naval 
history astronomy. StarCraft game me my interest in space. I have a lot of trivia. Maybe not half 
of what kim atienza has but alot for my age level. In highschool my bestfriend never showed me 
that i was intelligent or something and that game very very low self-esteem knowing i was dumb
compared to my classmates. But now i just realized i was just really too lazy to learn.   But now 
my bestfriend want my advice on certain things. Showing me that i am that kind of person. One 
english instructor has even said that i have a potential to become a writer.. i was very flattered in
hearing that kind of positive comment . Sad to say i forgot her name.

Researcher: There are a few teachers in UV
Informant:  No need na sir.  I do wish I can remember her name.  Games did not only 

make mentally  capable but also let me discover my self.  
Researcher:  Do you play socially?
Informant:  Yes. I play with my friends competitively. Today just a little too often today. I 

sually play at home and met up in cyberspace. I can open up my unit anytime i want. 
But now i will have to play in a cafe because my PC is broken and i have not bought a new one 

Researcher: What do you think was the impact of gaming in your life?
Informant:  Well they bought impacted my life positively and negatively. As the saying 

goes too much of everything can kill you. I have learned more than enough to know my strength 
and weaknesses. Let me learn and gave me interest about history. Astronomy, science fact and 
other stuff. And games give me time to relax and steam off like if im angry at something i would 
play RTS and just imagine enemy forces are my most hated aunts or instructors and the time i 
would defeat, it would be satisfaction. i would have calm down. I also learn to control game  
frustration at an early age. But its not without its negative effect on me.One thing is corossion of 
relationships. Like girlfriend, wives and social life.

Researcher: Wait you have a separate girlfiend and wives as in plural?
Informant:  No, no, I was speaking generally
Researcher:  I get it
Informant:  Let me continue health factors sometimes I forgot what time it is and not to 

able to eat and not having any exercise. Sometime other games can make me sick depending on 
their graphics.  And of course corossion of my eyesight. But this if you put "too much" time.



Informant No.6 – The pokemon maniac
Researcher:  Good day sir, I will begin when have you started play video games?
Informant:  Ok, I started around 7 – 10 years old
Researcher:How often to play video games?
Around 5 – 8 hours on weekdays, 12 – 18 hours on weekends though still depends on availability 
to play.
Researcher: Busy with life 'no?
Informant:  Yes, life is such a hindrance to video games (laughter)
Researcher:  What genre of video games do you play the most?
Informant:  RPG, Puzzle games
Researcher: Do you think that video games contribute to your Intelligence, kindly share a 
situation that supports your answers?
Informant:  Yes. I suppose so In Pokemon, when participating in the competitive scene, knowing 
how much damage one Pokemon deals/receives is important. This way, one is able to identify 
threats and/or advantages to one’s team. This is done by calculating damage using the formula 
below. (hands to the researcher a copy of the formula on Case No.6)
Researcher:  is this your secret to winning? (both parties chuckle)
Informant:  This is one of many calculations done to be able to create a decent competitive  
team; measures to lessen the probability of encountering a disadvantageous situation. Much like
chess but a lot more complicated.
Researcher:   Do you play video games socially, if so how often and where?
Informant:  Yes. With Pokemon, I competitively battle online regularly (daily if possible). I join 
official online tournaments (I’m already registered to one that’s happening this March) and is an 
internationally ranked player.
Researcher:  In your opinion, does video gaming have a positive or a negative impact in your life?
Informant:  Currently, I can say gaming has a positive impact in my life. I had my ups and downs 
with it, but it has been good for me for how many years now.
Researcher: Wow that's a wrap and lets proced to the next part brain exercise.



Hello,
 
Thank you for writing, and for your patience in waiting for our reply in this busy time of  year.

I appreciate your interest in Nintendo and all our video game products.  To us, it  represents  a  great
sign of success and recognition of the Nintendo brand.

  
We are grateful for all the requests we receive for permission to use Nintendo properties  in  
situations such as this; however, we receive thousands of requests and do  not  have  adequate

staffing to review them all.  Therefore, our general policy is to decline  all  such  requests,  no
exceptions.  I realize this isn't what you wanted to hear and thank you for understanding.
 

As  you  are  likely  aware  as  an  academic  researcher,  there  has  been  a  great  deal  of  
discussion regarding the use of the our products for various uses other then playing games

(educational, medical, etc.).  While it's nice to know that our products have been helpful in this way,
Nintendo did not develop them with this use in mind.  Our focus  is  solely  on  the  entertainment
value of our products.
 

Although we are unable to grant permission, use of Nintendo properties without our formal
permission may still be allowed depending on the circumstances.  You are encouraged  to  seek
your own legal counsel if you have any questions about whether your  particular  proposed  use  is
permitted without Nintendo's authorization.  This is not  a  comment  on  whether  we  believe  your
particular proposed use is permissible- Nintendo cannot provide legal advice.
 

Sincerely,
 
Alex Schuster
Nintendo of America Inc.

 
Nintendo 2DS: Unbelievably fun, seriously affordable.


